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**Abstract.** In the highway design and construction, it is common to calculate the middle pile point coordinates. Application the data calculation, data processing function and function library of Excel software establish worksheet calculation model of route transverse. Then using Excel VBA program achieves automatic calculation of road middle pile point coordinates. Results show, this fast and accurate calculation method has strong practicality and generality and can be used as a reference for the highway construction personnel.

**Introduction**

In the construction of highway, Global Positioning System (GPS), Total Station have been widely used which are essential especially during the construction of high-grade highway. Regardless of what the method might be, the middle pile points coordinates are need when put in the line. Although various kinds of design software can provide these data, but the use of these software are limited to the design institutes. Most of middle state points coordinates can only be manual calculated for the engineering and technical personnel not working in the design institute. The number of middle pile points are hundreds, thousands or more in a route, so the calculation is a great work and long period by hand. Besides the huge workload and complex calculation procedures, it is easy to appear mistake and the calculation precision is difficult to guarantee. It can avoid the defects of manual calculation if the work accomplished by the software Excel and VBA. Excel software itself has a powerful calculation function but cannot be complex logic judgment and duplicated data processing. If combining Excel software and VBA program, the fast and high precision automatic calculation can be realized for the highway middle pile points coordinates.

**Coordinate Azimuth \( A \), Length \( S \), Rotating \( \alpha \) Calculation of Traverse**

It is need base data during highway middle pile points coordinates calculation, such as route intersection points coordinates, intersection points distance, computation azimuth, corners, horizontal curve elements and so on. Established route intersection coordinates in the route design are known data. Route middle pile points range and coordinates are calculated by Excel and VBA program, and most of the rest basic data are calculated by Excel software to complete.

As shown in Figure 1, coordinate \( X_{JD} \) and \( Y_{JD} \) of Intersection \( JD \) are known and the coordinate azimuth \( A \), distance \( S \) between the intersection of routed transverse can be calculated by the following formula.

\[
\text{Azimuth: } A_{i-1i} = \tan^{-1} \frac{Y_i - Y_{i-1}}{X_i - X_{i-1}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Intersection Distance: } S = \sqrt{(X_i - X_{i-1})^2 + (Y_i - Y_{i-1})^2} \tag{2}
\]

Where, \( X_{i-1} \) and \( Y_{i-1} \) is coordinate of point \( i-1 \); \( X_i \) and \( Y_i \) is coordinate of point \( i \).
Middle Pile Coordinate Calculation

Middle Pile Coordinate between HZ Point (Including Route Starting Point) and HZ Point. As shown in Figure 1, for straight line, the coordinates of pile points can be calculated as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
X_i &= X_{HZi} - D_i \cos A_{i-1,j} \\
Y_i &= Y_{HZi} - D_i \sin A_{i-1,j}
\end{align*}
\] (3)

Where, \(A_{i-1,j}\) is coordinate azimuth of route transverse \(JD_{i-1} - JD_i\), \(D_i\) is distance between pile point and point \(HZ_{i-1}\) which is difference between pile point mileage and point \(HZ_{i-1}\) mileage, \(X_{HZi}\) and \(Y_{HZi}\) are coordinates of point \(HZ_{i-1}\) which can be calculated as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
X_{HZi} &= X_{JD_{i-1}} - T_{Hi-1} \cos A_{i-1,j} \\
Y_{HZi} &= Y_{JD_{i-1}} - T_{Hi-1} \sin A_{i-1,j}
\end{align*}
\] (4)

Where, \(X_{JD_{i-1}}\) and \(Y_{JD_{i-1}}\) is coordinate of intersection point \(JD_{i-1}\), \(T_{Hi-1}\) is tangent length, \(ZH\) is point of end line. Besides the formula (3) can follow, it can also be calculated as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
X_{HZi} &= X_{JD_{i-1}} + (S_{i-1,j} - T_{Hi}) \cos A_{i-1,j} \\
Y_{HZi} &= Y_{JD_{i-1}} + (S_{i-1,j} - T_{Hi}) \sin A_{i-1,j}
\end{align*}
\] (5)

Where, \(S_{i-1,j}\) is side length of tangent \(JD_{i-1} - JD_i\).

Pile Coordinate from Point ZH to Point YH. This segment including the first easement curve and circular curve, the tangent offset coordinate \(x\) and \(y\) of pile point can first be calculated.

Arbitrary Point on the Easement Curve. The curve equation is as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= l - \frac{l^3}{40R^2l_s^2} \\
y &= \frac{l^3}{6Rl_s}
\end{align*}
\] (6)

Where, \(l\) is curve length from pile point to easement curve starting point \(ZH\), \(R\) is circular curve radius, \(l_s\) is length of easement curve.

Pile Point on the Curve. The coordinates equation of pile point on the curve is as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= R \sin \varphi + q \\
y &= R(1 - \cos \varphi) + p
\end{align*}
\] (7)

Where, \(\varphi = \beta_0 + \frac{l}{R} \frac{180^\circ}{\pi}\), \(l\) is curve length form pile point to \(HY\) which is only the length of curve part. It can convert to measure coordinate \(X\) and \(Y\) through the coordinate transformation. The coordinate transformation as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
X_i &= X_{ZH} + \cos A_{i-1,j} - \sin A_{i-1,j} x_i \\
Y_i &= Y_{ZH} + \sin A_{i-1,j} + \cos A_{i-1,j} y_i
\end{align*}
\] (8)
Using formula (8) to calculate, it should substitute \( y_i = -y_i \) when the curve turn left.

**Pile Point Coordinate from Point YH to Point HZ.** This segment is the second easement curve, the tangent offset coordinate can also be calculated as formula (7) and convert to measure coordinate as follows.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_i \\
Y_i
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
X_{ZHi} \\
Y_{ZHi}
\end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix}
\cos A_{i+1} + \sin A_{i+1} \\
\sin A_{i+1} - \cos A_{i+1}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
x_i \\
y_i
\end{bmatrix}
\] (9)

It should substitute \( y_i = -y_i \) when the curve turn right.

**Build Foundation Data Calculation Model**

**Coordinate Azimuth \( A \), Length \( S \), Rotating \( \alpha \) Calculating Model.** Establish the coordinate azimuth \( A \), length \( S \), rotating \( \alpha \) in worksheet sheet1 including coordinate increment, coordinate incremental correction, corrected increment, coordinate azimuth, rotating and so on. At the same time increase the auxiliary calculation for checking. It is relatively simple calculation that just put the formula into the corresponding cell, estimate the coordinate azimuth according the quadrant location when coordinate azimuth calculation and judge routes turning according coordinate azimuth.

It should make full use of fill handle to automatic fill data in the calculation processing and the calculation results are shown in Figure 2.

**Horizontal Curve Elements and Main Point Mileage Calculation Model.** Establish the horizontal curve elements and main point mileage calculation model in worksheet sheet2 as show in Figure 3. Circular curve radius and easement curve length are known data or can adjust according need. The rest data only need to fill in the corresponding cell based on calculation formula and then make full use of the fill handle to populate the data automatically.

**Excel VBA Program Design**

Excel software itself proved to be more powerful calculation function and can complete middle pile coordinate calculation of a single horizontal curve. But there are large numbers of horizontal curve on a route, so Excel software itself cannot be logical judgement and duplicate data processing. It must use Excel VBA program to solve that problem and achieving the automatic computing of pile point mileage and pile point coordinates.

**Pile Point Mileage Calculation Program Design.** It must calculate the pile point mileage
before the pile point coordinate calculation, meanwhile ensure the pile point mileage correspondence with pile coordinates. Due to the different degree of route technology level and complex terrain, the adopted pile spacing is not the same. As is well-known, modern roads are generally composed of three kinds of linear, straight line, circular curve and easement curve. Usually straight line space slightly large, pile points of curve segment will be encrypted. In order increase the versatility of program, read pile distance from worksheet Sheet2 and the next sections will describe each of program.

Fig.3. The horizontal curve elements and main point mileage calculation model

Read Basic Data. First define each required variable, then read the required data from Sheet2 which including them number of intersection point, starting point mileage, ending point mileage, straight-easement point mileage, easement-circular point mileage, middle curve point mileage, circular-easement point mileage, easement-straight point mileage. Procedure is as follows.
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Middle pile points mileage calculate program between Point HZ (including starting point) and point HY. In addition, the main pile point on the curve also is the control point. Program design should fully consider the characteristics of each segment. Due to the limitation, this paper give part of program source code as follows.

Dim j, jds, m, zj1, zj2 As Integer
Dim qdlc, zdlc, lc As Double
Dim zh(12), hy(12), qz(12), yh(12), hz(12) As Double
With Sheets("Sheet2")
    j = 1
    Do While j <= jds
        zh(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 15)
        hy(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 16)
        qz(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 17)
        yh(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 18)
        hz(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 19)
        j = j + 1
    Loop
End With

Pile Point Mileage Calculation Program Design. The constitute characteristics of route transverse are as follows, the reversed cyclic of Segment of point HZ (including starting point) to point PZ point, Segment of point HY to point YH point constitute the whole road transverse. Segment of Point HZ (including route starting point) to point HZ is straight line and generally within whole number method. Segment of point ZH to point HY and point YH to point HZ are easement curve and set the pile points by whole number method or whole spacing method. It is generally adopted whole number method to set pile points for the segment of point HY to points YH. In addition, the main pile point on the curve also is the control point. Program design should fully consider the characteristics of each segment. Due to the limitation, this paper give part of program source code as follows.

Middle pile points mileage calculate program between Point HZ (including starting point) and point HZ as follow.

Do While lc < zh(j)
    If lc + zj1 < zh(j) Then
If \( \text{Int}(lc / zj_1) = lc / zj_1 \) Then
\[
lc = lc + zj_1
\]
Else
\[
lc = (\text{Int}(lc / zj_1) + 1) \times zj_1
\]
End If
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 3) = lc
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
Middle pile points mileage calculate program between Point ZH and point YH as follow.

Do While \( lc <= \text{hy}(j) \)
\[
x_0 = \left( lc - lc0 \right) - \left( lc - lc0 \right) ^ 5 / (40 \times r(j) ^ 2 \times ls(j) ^ 2)
\]
\[
y_0 = \left( lc - lc0 \right) ^ 3 / (6 \times r(j) \times ls(j))
\]
If \( zx(j) = "left-turn" \) Then
\[
y_0 = -y_0
\]
End If
\[
zbx = qdzbx + x_0 \times \cos(fwj(j - 1)) - y_0 \times \sin(fwj(j - 1))
\]
\[
zby = qdzby + x_0 \times \sin(fwj(j - 1)) + y_0 \times \cos(fwj(j - 1))
\]
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 4) = zbx
\]
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 5) = zby
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
\[
lc = .\text{Cells}(m, 3)
\]
End If
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 3) = lc
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
End If
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 3) = lc
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
Loop

Middle pile points coordinate calculate program between Point ZH and point YH as follow.

Do While \( lc <= \text{hy}(j) \)
\[
x_0 = \left( lc - lc0 \right) - \left( lc - lc0 \right) ^ 5 / (40 \times r(j) ^ 2 \times ls(j) ^ 2)
\]
\[
y_0 = \left( lc - lc0 \right) ^ 3 / (6 \times r(j) \times ls(j))
\]
If \( zx(j) = "left-turn" \) Then
\[
y_0 = -y_0
\]
End If
\[
zbx = qdzbx + x_0 \times \cos(fwj(j - 1)) - y_0 \times \sin(fwj(j - 1))
\]
\[
zby = qdzby + x_0 \times \sin(fwj(j - 1)) + y_0 \times \cos(fwj(j - 1))
\]
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 4) = zbx
\]
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 5) = zby
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
\[
lc = .\text{Cells}(m, 3)
\]
End If
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 3) = lc
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
End If
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 3) = lc
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
Loop

Pile Point Coordinate Calculation Program Design. The pile point coordinate calculation is similar to the pile point mileage calculation, and the base data need read from worksheet Sheet1 and Sheet2. Based on the calculation formula, beside the straight line before ending point it can be divided into segment of point HZ (including starting point) to point HZ, segment of point ZH to point YH, and segment of point YH to point HZ.

Read basic data as follows.

Dim j, jds, m As Integer
Dim lc, qdzbx, qdzby, zbx, zby, lc0, x0, y0 As Double
Dim zh(15), hy(15), qz(15), yh(15), hz(15),
fwj(15), qzxl(15) As Double
Dim r(15), ls(15), jdzbx(15), jdzby(15),
qxj(15), qxc(15), nyz(15) As Double
Dim zx(15) As Variant
With Sheets("Sheet2")
    jds = .Cells(17, 2)
    j = 1
    Do While j <= jds
        zh(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 15)
        hy(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 16)
        qz(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 17)
        yh(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 18)
        hz(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 19)
        r(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 2)
        ls(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 4)
        qx(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 6)
        qxz(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 8)
    End With
End Do
Dim zx(15) As Variant
With Sheets("Sheet2")
    jds = .Cells(17, 2)
    j = 1
    Do While j <= jds
        zh(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 15)
        hy(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 16)
        qz(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 17)
        yh(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 18)
        hz(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 19)
        r(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 2)
        ls(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 4)
        qx(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 6)
        qxz(j) = .Cells(j + 3, 8)
    End With
End Do

Middle pile points coordinate calculate program between Point YH and point HZ as follow.

Do While \( lc <= \text{hz}(j) \)
\[
x_0 = \left( \text{hz}(j) - lc \right) - \left( \text{hz}(j) - lc \right) ^ 5 / (40 \times r(j) ^ 2 \times ls(j) ^ 2)
\]
\[
y_0 = \left( \text{hz}(j) - lc \right) ^ 3 / (6 \times r(j) \times ls(j))
\]
If \( zx(j) = "Right-Turn" \) Then
\[
y_0 = -y_0
\]
End If
\[
zbx = qdzbx + x_0 \times \cos(fwj(j)) - y_0 \times \sin(fwj(j))
\]
\[
zby = qdzby + x_0 \times \sin(fwj(j)) + y_0 \times \cos(fwj(j))
\]
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 4) = zbx
\]
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 5) = zby
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
\[
lc = .\text{Cells}(m, 3)
\]
End If
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 3) = lc
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
End If
\[
\text{Cells}(m, 3) = lc
\]
\[
m = m + 1
\]
Loop
Pile Point Mileage and Coordinate Automatic Calculation

Within Excel, right click on menu bar above the blanks and will pop-up drop-down menu, then select "Visual Basic". Called Visual Basic menu bar displays as shown in Figure 4. Then click control toolbox shown in Figure 5 and choose command button again to insert command button which mainly used for running program when mouse click. Right click command button→command button→object→editor and enter the button name. This example adds "pile mileage calculation" and "pile coordinates calculation" two buttons. Double click the two buttons respectively and enter code editor area to insert corresponding program code. After the completion of the program editor, click the "exit design patterns" to return Excel spreadsheet and then click the button to correspond calculation. The calculation results are shown in Figure 6.

![Fig.4. Visual Basic menu](image)

![Fig.5. Control Toolbox](image)

![Fig.6. Pile mileage calculation and Pile coordinates calculation](image)

Practices have proved that establishing calculation model according the measurement known data can effectively solve the problem and improve work efficiency in practical work. Due to the limitation of space, cannot give whole program source code, the rest of the program are the same with the design principle of part of given program.
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